NICKI & CRISPIN

Hello,
Although we have not yet met, we have been praying for you. We cannot imagine all that
you are experiencing right now, but want you to know that you are not alone. We have
found that in trying times God provides a path for us if we ask. We are praying that you
will find your path and that He give you the strength and courage to walk it wherever it
may lead.
We believe in the power of the family. We have experienced trials, triumphs, joys and sorrows in our eight years together – and found that we have forged a stronger bond because
of each. We do not currently have any children but believe our path to the family we desire lies with a special child being adopted into our family. The child that we welcome
home will grow up surrounded by this strength as well as love, respect, and security. He or
she will know that they have two sets of parents that care so much for them that they
were willing to pray for them, to sacrifice for them, and to wait for them. We hope to
convey to you what we hold most dear and what life will be like for a child in our family.

After years of waiting to find the right person,
we wound up working at opposite sides of a
building that was over half a mile long. Despite its size and the unlikelihood of running
into each other, we found each other. After
dating for a while, Crispin proposed to Nicki
at the top of a lighthouse, we were married
four months later and then our lives really began.
We take very seriously our union in marriage
as one between each other and God, and we
turn to Him constantly for direction and devotion in matters big and small.

There are several pillars in our family and our
faith is the most important of all! Christianity
is the rock upon which we have built our life.
We are active in our church and Nicki is currently leading our nephew’s religious education class. Prayer is our guide.

About Adoption in the Family
Nicki’s grandparents adopted both of
their children and fostered another.
Four of her mother’s close cousins
were adopted. Nicki grew up hoping
that one day she would be able to

adopt as well. Her family offers prayers of profound gratitude for her
mom’s birth mother and for her
grandparents, as life with her mother
has been rich with love, guidance, support and too many hugs, kisses and
laughs to count.
Nicki’s older brother recently adopted
a toddler through a kinship adoption.
Watching this child adapt and mesh
with his new three siblings and parents
has been one of the most exhilarating
and precious experiences of our lives.
We absolutely love this child. We
have had so much fun spending time
with and getting to know through a
multitude of experiences including volleyball tournaments, tubing trips,
beach vacations, and holidays in addition to everyday life.

Fun at Harper’s Ferry —>

Cousins at Dinner

Our Hobbies
We love spending time together enjoying the simple things. We take cooking classes and enjoy grilling and smoking meat outside, even in the winter!
We go to many sporting events, as we live in a
college town: we have season football tickets, and
are frequent lacrosse, wrestling, baseball and basketball viewers as well. We love music, especially
artists that do not get much airtime on the radio
and have been able to see many of them in concert.
Crispin is currently learning to repair watches and
clocks from a Swiss-trained watchmaker. He enjoys reading about history, politics, cars and
watches, and thoroughly enjoys when he reads
books that intersect all of them.
Nicki took up the cello a few years ago and hopes
to get back to that soon. Her passion is rosary
making, going to daily mass and reading about the

Crispin Learning Watchmaking from His Dad

Saints. Nicki also likes doing crossword puzzles
over a cup of coffee and loves using her John
Deere lawn tractor!

Our First Cooking Class, Lamb and Lemon
Meringue Pie

Making Rosaries with the Twins

Our Parenting Philosophy
Family is a core building block in our journey through life. We visit our 18 nieces and
nephews regularly and have built close connections with all of them. We have learned
parenting through interactions with them
and their parents. We made sure to spend
quality time with each of them through special activities and games during our visits that
fostered unique individual relationships with
us. We love them so much and treat them as
if they were our own children.
We enjoy incorporating them in our daily
life, taking them on adventures, exploring
the outdoors and doing whatever it is they
love to do.

The Fourth Most Recent Addition

As parents, we want to provide a well rounded environment which stresses the richness of spirit offered by God, family, pursuit
of knowledge, and an appreciation for different cultures and customs.

Lacrosse Before Soccer Before Gymnas<— Producing Our Radio Ad

Traveling offers us a chance to continue our lifetime of learning. Many places we visit are rich
with history. We learn from books as well as first hand experiences with customs, geography,
and foods that are unique to different areas. We love vising lighthouses, from the rocky crags
of Maine all the way down to Florida and hope to see several on the shores of Michigan
soon! Crispin has lived in Korea and Nicki has been all over Europe, and to Asia, Canada and
Mexico. Mountains, beaches, small towns, train rides, and big cities all offer so many exhilarating adventures. We long to share all that we have learned and seen with a child and offer
him or her the same experiences and more.

Lighthouse in Maine

Long Island

Honeymoon in St Maarten —

About Crispin – by Nicki

About Nicki – by Crispin

Crispin has a great personality. He is talented
and honest. Sometimes he is quiet but he is not
shy. He is a good listener but also likes to share
his perspectives. He shows great respect for the
person with whom he is conversing. He treats his
friends and family members like they are the
most important persons in the world.

Nicki grew up in a Christian home that prioritized family, education and sports activities. She
is the second oldest of 5 children, 3 girls and 2
boys. Nicki participated in raising and taking care
of her younger brother and sisters and those experiences convinced her of the importance of
motherhood in her life.

Crispin has a servant’s heart, tender and grace
filled, while remaining a stalwart protector. He
served in the Army overseas as an Intelligence
Analyst. The job experience extended his potential and eventually led him to his current engineering position.

Nicki has an abundance of love, and longs to
bestow it upon a child of our own. Those that
she loves are the center of her universe. There
are no lengths Nicki will not go to in trying to
help those she loves or sacrifices she’ll make for
their benefit. She is genuine, fun, kind, generous
and joyful and seeks to share in as many meaningful moments as possible with those she cares
for.

Crispin is intelligent and creative. His mind
works in a beautiful way, connecting dots and
threads to yield a completely new view of thinking about a subject. He has developed special
passions for clockworks and watches. Not just
for the ornamental, but for the functional artwork and engineering inside that so few ever
see. It is fascinating to hear him talk about his
passions!

Nicki is a talented systems engineer and has
earned many accolades in a career. Nicki is also a
successful entrepreneur and her profile and personal story have been published in a business
magazine. Nicki has excelled at everything she
has applied herself to personally and professionally. I am so proud of her!

Extended Family …
The child that joins our family is in for a truly exciting experience.
Nicki’s parents have been married for 50 years and are active in each of their children’s and grandchildren’s lives. She is one of five brothers and sisters, each married with children – to the tune of 18
nieces and nephews, including four sets of twins (three sets belong to one sister!). They run the
gamut in ages spanning from 2 to 15 years old!
As a result of the abundance of children, holidays and family gatherings and vacations are a sight to
be seen; homes full of children opening presents, playing in the yard or the beach, going on Easter
Egg hunts, doing homework, playing group sports, or any of a million other things kids do all occurring almost simultaneously. When the days give way to nights, the children settle in to playing
with one another after dinner until bedtime while the adults relax for a bit and plan the next day’s
activities.

Fun Gathering of Nicki's Immediate Family

All the cousins!

We rotate Christmases between Nicki and Crispin’s family and enjoy each other’s traditions.
Nicki gets to learn Crispin’s favorite recipes from his mom, Crispin gets to be tackled and
smothered with kisses by children from every direction. Food, laughter, teasing, games and joy
describe our holidays. We also enjoy quiet moments together, usually late at night in a dark
room lit only by the light of the Christmas tree, recalling the funny and sweet moments of the
day and reflecting on our blessings.
With such fantastic grandparents and aunts and uncles and an overabundance of cousins, the
child that joins our family will frequently be surrounded by extended family and the love and
attention they provide.

Crispin and His Grandmother

There is still room for one more!

Crispin and His Mom

Our Home
We live in a quiet, safe neighborhood a few minutes outside of a town that offers mountain
hikes and views, sporting events, concerts, history, and kind people. We take advantage of all
that the town has to offer. The pace of life here is unhurried and pleasant. There are several
young children in our neighborhood and many that we engage with when we attend our nieces
and nephews many sporting events in town.
Our home is warm, welcoming, and bright. We live on a quiet five acres of partially wooded
land, with a stream that skirts the property and features two small waterfalls. Our home has four
bedrooms, one used as an office, and we recently built a watch room for Crispin. We can’t wait
to create a nursery for our new child.

Our Future
We live our lives to share the deposit of love that God put in our hearts and
to answer His calls, both big and small. We find our most joyful moments
when we align ourselves to His will, even when we find those things difficult. We seek to love and rear a child, to help them dream and fulfill those
dreams. We offer any child that joins our family the very best of ourselves.
We will offer them truth, freedom, family, safety and respect and we will
love them with every fiber of our being.
We believe that everything that God has done in our lives has prepared us
for this opportunity and that He has made us for this. We trust all things in
Him and in His timing, and we pray from the depth of our heart for you.

